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Canonical makes Ubuntu for Windows SubSystem for Linux a priority [2] [Ed: GNU/Linux volunteers worked hard to make
an alternative to Windows and now comes Ubuntu helping Microsoft make it just an "app" or a "feature" of Windows, with
Windows-only "extensions" [3]]

Ubuntu was the first Linux supported by WSL on Windows 10. Since then, many other Linux
distros have appeared on WSL. These include Debian, Fedora, Kali, openSUSE, and SUSE
Linux Enterprise Server (SLES), and the WSL-specific distribution, PengWin. Now, from a
recent Canonical job advertisement, we know Ubuntu's founding company wants to be the
leading WSL Linux.

Still in preview, but look! You can now develop Azure Sphere apps in Linux ? if you dare[4] [Ed: Several Microsoft lies
packed into one article, even the feature image, and they help googlebomb "Linux" to sell proprietary software of Microsoft]

Ominously, Microsoft warns that "your success using different distributions may vary", so
Ubuntu it is then. This is preview stuff after all.

OAS Expands Its Platform Compatibility with Runtime Support for Linux [5]

Open Automation Software, a well-established IoT Automation Company, has further
expanded its platform compatibility with runtime support for Linux. With this recent
development, the company aims to offer superior services to customers who have mixed
platform environments. Over the years, Open Automation Software has set a benchmark in the

field of industrial automation. Now, the company has expanded its platform compatibility for
the enterprises that have both Windows and Linux OS servers.
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